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Asset Management  
Plan

Phase 1  
Planning

School Details

Name of school:

School type:

Confirmed February Enrolment:

Principal:

School Council President:

Edumail address:

Edumail address:

School number:

Region:

Student Family Occupation Education (SFOE)

Work number:

Work number:

Mobile:

Mobile:

The Asset Management Plan (AMP) 

outlines the school’s maintenance 

and upgrade needs, and ensures 

capital works projects align with the 

school’s vision for the future. 

The purpose of AMP Phase 1 planning 

is to outline the Educational 

Direction for your school and at a 

high level assess the functionality 

and condition of the school. The 

audience is the school community, 

the project architect and the VSBA.

The Asset Management Plan has three sections:

1. Educational Directions: Identifies and confirms the schools educational 

direction.

2. Facility Analysis:  

Step 1. Considers and assesses the functionality of the schools learning 

spaces i.e. contemporary learning environment.  

Step 2. Assesses the current facilities against the School Area Facilities 

Schedule i.e. informed by the schools planning figure (Project Enrolment 

Number). 

3. Education Specification: Development of the Education Specification which 

underpins the master planning process and is the basis of discussions with 

the *Project Control Group (PCG). 

*The PCG is chaired by the VSBA and has school and region representation, the 

project architect is advisory to the PCG. 

In AMP Phase 2 schools work with the VSBA (Delivery Officer) and project 

architect to develop a master plan (spatial analysis) informed by the school’s 

AMP 1 plus broader site and project requirements. The AMP identifies and 

prioritises building and maintenance works within the available budget. 
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Section A: Educational Directions

A1: School context challenges (see SSP)

A key element of the AMP is to ensure the school 

community - teachers, students, school council have a 

clear, shared understanding of the school’s education 

direction. This is to ensure that any capital works project 

and longer-term asset management strategy achieves 

an infrastructure outcome that contributes to the 

educational vision of the school. The AMP seeks to take a 

medium to long-term perspective to ensure the benefits 

of the immediate project are fully achieved over time and 

educational outcomes of the schools are enhanced.

For consistency and coherence, the educational directions 

should be drawn from the School Strategic Plan (SSP) and 

provide a clear and concise overview of what the school 

sees as its purpose, and how teachers and students work 

together to optimise learning.

Note: Amendments to School context challenges and 

School vision statements may be required if your school 

has refined its direction since the SSP was approved 

and can be made with the endorsement of the SEIL and 

School Council (Delegate of the Secretary).

Strategic planning recognises that each school operates within a unique 

context, shaped by its history, community and desired future. 

School Context challenges statements (see SSP) describe your schools current 

context and key challenges. 

Suggested word count:  

300 words
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A2: School vision (see SSP)

A3: Key improvement strategies (see SSP/AIP)

A school’s Vision statement (see SSP) answers the 

question – Why are we here? The school vision is an 

aspirational statement to the school community that 

provides a clear guide about the expectation for all 

students at the school.

Key improvement strategies (KIS – see SSP) are the high-

level actions the school will undertake to achieve its four 

year goals. 

They represent the school’s ‘theory of action’ their 

understanding of the logically connected steps of  

Such a statement provides a foundation for setting 

the direction of the school and the key improvement 

strategies required to achieve the school purpose.

Suggested word count: 100 words

high-level actions that need to be put into place to 

achieve improvement (Elmore 2004). 

Suggested word count: 400 words
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A4: ‘Our school’

What differentiates ‘your’ school from other schools? What 

are the curriculum / pedagogy / community foci that form 

and define the school’s culture?

Suggested word count: 300 words 
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Section B: Facility Analysis

B1: Functionality

This section assesses the current state of the school’s 

buildings and infrastructure i.e. physical condition and also 

consideration of ‘fit for purpose’ to support the school’s 

educational direction.  In AMP Phase 1 three metrics are 

used to assess asset health.

B.1 Functionality: The extent to which the school’s 

current facilities support contemporary teaching 

and learning in the context of the school’s 

educational direction.

B.2 Condition: A high level assessment of the 

physical condition of buildings and infrastructure 

by the school.

B.3 Space Analysis: Comparative analysis of the 

current footprint of the school buildings with 

the published School Facility Area Schedules 

(2018), informed by the planning figure (Project 

Enrolment Number).

Complete the functionality 

assessment.  

Action:

Please tick the box 

once complete.

Schools use the Victorian Functionality Matrix (VFM) to rank each component 

of the four education principles on a scale of 1 to 5 (strongly disagree to agree).  

The score for each component is rolled up to provide a school /campus rating 

for each education principle.   

The VFM is designed to assist schools in developing a shared understanding 

of the schools education directions, pedagogical objectives and consider 

implications for contemporary learning, teaching and school design.  The VFM 

embeds the four DET Education Facilities Design Principles. 

Each component features a series of statements that test thinking and prompt 

discussion in relation to the education design principle that should be reflected 

in the schools Education Specification. 

Victorian Functionality Template (VFM) is available in the AMP Toolbox and 

iTWOcx.

School Facilities Area Schedules are available here.

School community 

members (staff, 

students and school 

council/community) 

assess the functionality 

of the school / campus, 

utilising the Victorian 

Functionality Matrix 

(VFM) - download from 

iTWOcx. 

Collate the data to 

develop a school 

perspective. Use the 

VFM data to inform the 

Education Specification.

Upload the school’s 

aggregated VFM 

(agreed school’s 

perspective) to 

iTWOcx.

https://edugate.eduweb.vic.gov.au/sc/sites/Infonline/Facilities%20Schedules/Forms/AllItems.aspx
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B2: Condition Assessment

B3.1: Space analysis - Facilities schedule and planning figure

Schools consider available condition information and 

provide a short statement noting known condition issues 

at their school including buildings, infrastructure and site 

e.g. soil, planning overlays

Plus reference to relevant school or VSBA reports i.e. latest 

Condition Assessment Report (CAR), School Maintenance 

Plan (SMP), Make Safe Reports, Emergency Maintenance 

Program applications etc. 

The scope of building projects must align with the 

VSBA’s School Facility Area Schedules. School’s area 

allocation is calculated using the school’s agreed 

planning figure (Project Enrolment number). The 

school’s planning figure* established by Region and 

Provision and Planning (VSBA) takes into account 

a number of factors, including the school’s current 

enrolment, the forecast student growth in the local area 

and the capacity of the school to meet demand in the 

future. This section outlines, at a high level, the amount 

of space allocated (m2) for the school /campus data 

based on the school’s planning figure for the capital 

works project. 

Any departures from this approach will be resolved via 

the VSBA’s established Issues Resolution process and 

must be approved by the Director, Strategy Branch. 

Enrollment Planning Figure (see fact sheet)

School confirmation of the enrolment planning figure:

The schools information (local knowledge) will support the 

VSBA and architects/consultants with analysis and master 

planning.

This should be at a high level. Schools should refer to the 

maintenance priority pyramid see AMP Phase 1 Toolbox.

Suggested word count: 200 words

The schools planning figure and space data (m2) 

see Fact Sheet, together with the Form 15 when 

available, compares the actual space at your school 

(current), with the amount of space your school is 

allocated. The AMP 2 process will use this agreed 

planning figure as the basis for master planning.  

*The school Fact Sheet contains the Project 

Enrolment Number and area allocation for your 

school and information regarding the Issue 

Resolution process and timeline.

During AMP Phase 1 planning the Region and the 

VSBA will work with schools to consider the planning 

figure comparative with the School Facilities Areas 

Schedule and if required document strategies to 

address and reduce excess space (see B3.2).
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B3.2: Space analysis - Excess space strategy (if required)

If schools have excess space identified on the Fact Sheet - 

the Region and VSBA will work with them to consider options 

to address and reduce excess space. The school is required 

to document their excess space strategy, specifically 

identifying spaces, buildings in the text box below.  

Considerations include: demolition and/or truncation 

of buildings, relocatable decommissioning/removal i.e. 

relocatable donor program.

Excess space?



Section C: Education Specification

The purpose of this Section is to:

 · support the school in exploring and developing its 

ideas for improved facilities that will support its 

pedagogy, curriculum and culture

 · provide the project consultant (architect) and the 

VSBA Delivery Officer, and the school community 

with a contextualised description of the school’s 

educational goals and aspirations to support the 

development of a master plan and the design brief

The Education Specification builds on Section A: Educational Directions and Section B1: Functionality. Like the 

Functionality Matrix, it is based on the four Design Principles of the School Facility Area Schedule:

1. Learners and learning at the centre  

2. Schools are community hubs

3. Diversity is celebrated

4. A welcoming environment

Note: *based on the Education Principles School Facility Area Schedules and Design – Explanatory Brief and Design 

Guidelines

Values and 
Princples Facilities Design Principles School Aspirations
1. Learners and 

learning at the centre  

2. Schools are 

community hubs

3. Diversity is celebrated

4. A welcoming 

environment

Reference: School Facility Area Schedules and Design 

Explanatory brief and Design Guidelines

The statements are provided to stimulate discussion and 

the development of ideas. 

Note: Schools are not required to respond to each 

statement or repeat statements that overlap design 

principles.

The task here is to outline the spaces and features the school sees as important to 

supporting its pedagogy, curriculum and organisation into the future, based on the 

school’s responses to Section A: Educational Direction - School context and challenges, 

School vision, Key improvement strategies, Our school;  and Section B1: Functionality. 
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https://edugate.eduweb.vic.gov.au/sc/sites/Infonline/Facilities%20Schedules/Forms/AllItems.aspx
https://edugate.eduweb.vic.gov.au/sc/sites/Infonline/Facilities%20Schedules/Forms/AllItems.aspx
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Learning spaces that promote and support:

 · a full range of learning and teaching activities and 

groupings

 · individual learning needs

 · enhanced learner choice, agency and sense of 

identity

 ·  the development of the whole student-intellectually, 

emotionally, socially, physically and culturally

 · active investigation, inquiry, social interaction and 

collaboration

 · disciplinary and interdisciplinary learning within and 

between knowledge domains

 · easy access to learning and teaching resources at 

point of use

 · virtual connectivity locally, nationally and globally

 · ensure ease of access to learning and teaching 

resources at the point of use 

 · ease of flow and movement between spaces

 · maximise the use of the outdoor environment

 · professional collaboration and planning  

Learners and 
learning at the 
centre  

Values and 
Princples Facilities Design Principles School Aspirations
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Facilities that promote and support: 

 · a sense of community, belonging and personal 

connection for individuals and families

 ·  participation and engagement in and by the 

community 

 · the creation and development of a local community 

identity

 · sharing by the community   

 · positive social interaction

 · Learning Neighbourhoods and Learning Communities 

as the basic organisational structure

 ·  the sharing of resources and learning spaces

 · participation in, and responsibility for the learner’s 

community and respect for others and property 

 · promote integration over segregation  

Schools are 
community hubs

Values and 
Princples Facilities Design Principles School Aspirations
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Facilities that promote and support: 

 · the honouring and celebration of learner, social and 

cultural diversity in the school and in the community

 · the inclusion of all learners

 · genuine choice about learning by learners

 · inclusion of learners with special learning needs

 · equitable access 

 · flexibility in use 

 · simple and intuitive use,

 · efficient and comfortable use for all 

 · safety and the minimisation of hazards for all

Diversity is 
celebrated

Values and 
Princples Facilities Design Principles School Aspirations
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Facilities that promote and support: 

 · physical, emotional and social wellbeing of students 

and staff  

 · a sense of welcome and inclusion  

 · engagement with learning

 · student and broader school community delight and 

inspiration  

 · the development of aesthetic imagination  

 · opportunities for students to further develop personal 

and social capability

 · a continuum of learning and recreation 

 · the safety and security of all students, staff and 

visitors  

 · the school’s integration with the natural and 

community environment

 · safe and easy access by all modes of transport and 

encourage students and staff to travel by sustainable 

modes of transport wherever possible

A welcoming 
environment

Values and 
Princples Facilities Design Principles School Aspirations
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Describe at a high level how development of the school’s 

physical environment will support improvements in 

teaching practice and student learning, collaboration and 

curriculum design.  

Outline how ownership and engagement of the teaching 

and learning improvements will be developed. For 

example:

 · Whole staff professional learning program to explore 

21st century learning challenges

 · Action research by professional learning teams (PLCs)

 · Student forums to seek student views of preferred 

learning

 · School council and/or community workshops - internal /

external facilitators 

 · School visitation program and activation of Communities 

of Practice (CoPs)

 · Other

Suggested word count: 300 words

Suggested word count: 300 words
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Section D: AMP Checklist
Schools are required to complete the checklist prior to submitting their AMP for 

Regional endorsement and VSBA approval.

Please mark the check box when the process/step has been completed.

1. Educational Direction
Is the Educational Direction statement consistent with achievement of improved student 

outcomes i.e. the Schools Strategic Plan and a preferred future?

2. Victorian Functionality Matrix and Education Specification
The Victorian Functionality Matrix, as uploaded to ITWOcx, represents the agreed school 

perspective and has informed the development of the Education Specification?

3. Community Engagement
Who participated in the AMP Phase 1 engagement activities?

        Leadership team

        Whole staff

        Student leaders 

        School council

        Parent group

 

4. Excess Space
If required an excess space strategy has been identified and documented.

5. School Council and Principal Sign Off
The AMP Phase 1 has been signed off by Principal and School Council President

6. iTWOcx Upload
The VFM and AMP Phase 1 have been uploaded to iTWOcx

Principal name:

Signature:

Date:
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Section E: Next Steps

Review - AMP Phase 1
Your school will work with the Region and a Technical Leadership 

Coach (VSBA) to support the development of planning Phase 1.  

Planning Phase 1 documents will be reviewed by the region and the 

VSBA and if required, feedback will be provided i.e. the region and 

TLCs will work with the principal to ensure the schools aspirations and 

DET directions are clearly articulated and re-submit via iTwoCX.

Region forward the Schools approved AMP Phase 1 via iTWOcx to the 

VSBA for endorsing.

Architect Appointment/Tender:
An Architect will be appointed to support the school in the preparation 

and submission of AMP 2 including site analysis, master planning 

and if required identification of a project. The architect appointment 

process is led by the VSBA Project Office concurrent with schools 

developing their AMP Phase 1 plan. The selection of an architect will be 

managed by the VSBA based on a competitive tendering process in 

accordance with the Authority’s and Government Policy. The school’s 

Delivery Project Officer will lead the architect selection process.  

Final Approval:
The Victorian School Building Authority approves AMPs and 

completes planning Phase 1.

Queries:
If you have any queries relating to the AMP Planning 

Phase 1: please email the AMP Co-ordinator on 

AMP.Coordinator@edumail.vic.gov.au  

7022 2970

mailto:AMP.Coordinator%40edumail.vic.gov.au%20%20%20?subject=

	School name: Brunswick North West Primary School
	School type: Primary School
	Confirmed February enrolment: 422.4
	Principal: Hannah Reid
	SCP: Fiona Heathcote
	Email: reid.hannah.h@edumail.vic.gov.au
	Email 2: heathcote.fiona.f@edumail.vic.gov.au
	School number: 4399
	Region: North West Metropolitan
	SFO: 0.1454
	Work no: 9386-4624
	Phone: Insert text
	Mobile: 0402-168-314
	Mob: 0414-330-989
	A1: The happiness and development of our children forms the core of all we do within our Brunswick North West Primary School community. These wonderful young people are the reason and purpose behind the structures, organisation and effort which fills the daily life of our school.We believe primary school should be rich with fun, interest, connection and engagement for every child. Brunswick North West seeks to maximise learning opportunities for every child by developing academic skills and enhancing critical thinking & problem solving skills. We support our young people to be positive, empowered and active members of society. A strong culture of community enhances classrooms, encourages staff collegiality and welcomes the involvement of the parent body.Our school has a strong focus on sustainability. Our expansive grounds, including open woodlands/native play space, Yakai Barring (native bush reserve) and our extensive productive garden provide opportunities to extend our integrated environmental education priorities in spectacular ways.Enrolments at BNW have increased significantly over recent years to the current enrolment of 430 children. Accommodating increased numbers is a significant strategic challenge; increasing numbers have placed particular pressure on school facilities, including student and staff facilities, specialist subject-based facilities, library, office administration area and traffic management. Circulation areas are currently very restricted and undersized classrooms with no break out areas provide an inflexible built learning environment.A key challenge to developing our built learning environment is to retain and enhance the campus' valued open space. BNW is known as 'The School on the Hill' as exemplified in our school song. The robust 90 year old main building requiring repair and refurbishment is a backdrop to our urban campus' rare assets of long distant views, significant mature trees and big skies which the community is keen to protect in the shared belief that these natural attributes increase the children’s wellbeing.
	A2: We are a caring and welcoming school, where parents, children, staff and the broader community work together to create a positive learning environment in which confident and happy children develop a love of learning, a sense of connection, the importance of acting with a responsibility to the environment and an understanding of their value as both individuals and members of our and the broader community.
	A3: Our current strategic plan is in the final year, ready for review in 2020. This review, along with ongoing analysis of school-level data indicated that whilst we were often meeting or exceeding the state average, our students have the potential to achieve even more. We identified Excellence in Teaching and Learning and Positive Climate for Learning as two FISO priorities for our school to focus on for improvement. Within these areas, we created two main goals, which are:1. To improve student learning outcomes through the use of consistent, high impact, whole-school approaches.2. To build student voice, equity and agency in learning.We will do this by:1. Adopting an agreed, evidence-based approach for teaching numeracy and writing.2. Developing the capacity to consistently use high-impact teaching strategies to ensure effective point of need teaching to all students.3. Adopting the Professional Learning Communities model of teacher inquiry into professional practice4. Utilising the funding and support from the School Improvement Partnership initiative to support the implementation of a strong and evidence-based Peer Observation model through staff training and cross-school mentorship.5. Engaging in the Primary Maths & Science Specialist program.6. Continuing to build student agency in learning through their involvement in the continuous improvement cycle; for, of and as learning.7. Developing a student-centred approach that values and enhances student voice across all year levels to increase student engagement and safety.8. Adopting an evidence-based model of student Inquiry.9. Integrating metacognitive teaching and skill development throughout units of work.10. Working with families to build student learning- and emotional-resilience.Developing the BNW built learning environment to include the following attributes will provide a physical framework to empower delivery of the above key improvement strategies* Whole school assembly space that allows staff and students to be seen and heard.* Programmatic flexibility in and adjacent to the classrooms with storage, break out areas and informal learning spaces to cater to the diversity of student needs* Meeting room areas to enable staff work and private discussion * Delivering services to portables including water taps, handwashing, and covered area to deliver equity of access to facilities across year levels* Varied play opportunities including quiet social interaction areas, low sensory zones, adequate hard surface play, accessible and functional sports field to support student safety and engagement* Incorporating the natural world into the learning program via education spaces that are activity rich and directly access the extensive landscape.
	School context challenges 3: Outdoor spaces: Set on five and a half acres, BNWPS provides unique environments for learning. Yakai Barring (Secret Trail) offers opportunities to study Environmental Sciences and Indigenous culture, whilst our large productive garden/outdoor kitchen extends opportunities for studying the environment and our reliance on it. Our vast woodlands area encourages children to take measured risks, explore and interact with the natural world.Engaged and passionate teachers: Our teachers develop skilled curiosity. A childlike sense of wonder and yearning to know more is encouraged, while the skills and dispositions required to find or create the answers are taught. Our specialist teachers are specifically trained in their areas of expertise and this inspiration is evident throughout all aspects of the school curriculum, grounds and events calendar. Daily lunchtime clubs, run by teachers and students offer opportunities  to dive deeper into personal passions, such as the environment and ICT.Community: The strong sense of community across our school engages students, families, staff and alumni. Sprout, our canteen, provides our students with organic, home-made food, and is a hub to the wider community operating as a cafe and take-home meal service for families. Our Winter Magic Market highlights the diversity and breadth of community spirit. Support for difference: The BNW philosophy “free to be me” supports all. Fostering respectful behaviour through a Social Emotional Learning program, our school has gained a reputation for inclusiveness. Consequently, we have a range of family structures and a higher than average number of students with additional needs enrolled and seeking enrollment. Supporting leadership: Our JSC and senior school leadership programs provide opportunities for leadership excellence, with a foundational belief that every voice is valued. All senior students have the opportunity to lead assemblies and take school tours.  Metacognitive strategies are taught from Foundation, supporting students in understanding how to think, question, problem-solve and advocate for themselves and others.
	B1: 
	1: Yes
	2: Yes

	School context challenges 4: Our 90-year-old building has extensive major maintenance requirements including the following failing and defective building components:- Rotting, inoperable window frames - Electrical & communications reticulation and outlets- External brickwork mortar - Roof drainage systems - Eaves linings - Foundation subsidence- Past internal flooding due to plumbing failure caused extensive damage across floor coverings, paint & ceilings. Floor coverings, internal and external window coverings and painted surfaces require replacement throughout. Insufficient storm water drainage infrastructure causes major site overflow, erosion in playground areas, landscape retaining wall damage and regular prolonged flooding of the sports field.  Asphalt surfaces are uneven, external concrete stairs are deteriorated, and present a safety hazard including non-compliant balustrades.Safety concerns for students and staff that require ongoing management by leadership:- Classrooms regularly reach temperatures in excess of 37 degrees due to inoperable windows- Degraded and deteriorated toilet amenities insufficient in number to comply with statutory requirements.- Distance of travel to a point of egress from 2 classrooms exceeds the maximum allowable distance of 80m and the building is therefore non-compliant with current fire egress statutory requirements.- Teaching resources and consumables are often stored in corridors, creating clutter and blocking emergency paths of travel due to radically insufficient storage areas.
	Enrolment planning figure: 475
	Confirmed?: [Confirmed]
	School context challenges 5: Insert text
	Excess space?: [Not applicable]
	School aspirations: Our students have told us they want more opportunities to work with and within the environment of our school grounds. We recognise just how lucky we are to have these expansive grounds and want to optimise the educational opportunities they provide. Classroom pods that fully integrate with our grounds to allow for groups and classes to study, discuss, reflect and create would enhance the opportunity for students to learn about and within the environment.With the growth of our student enrolment over recent years, we have found ourselves lacking in the amenities that are necessary for a school of this population size. This provides an opportunity to now match our requirements for amenities with our school philosophy and culture. Our community (and politicians) dream of a Science, Technology, Environment, Library and Arts hub; a building that creates a hive of inquiry and discipline-based learning, integrated with our incredible grounds, amplifying the opportunities for inquiry learning.Given our school’s gift of a large campus offering a strong connection with nature, we want proposed buildings and landscape infrastructure to integrate and further enhance the relationship with the natural environment and to minimise destruction of the valuable woodlands and treed areas.Whilst environmental education is a strong focus for our school, lots of learning still happens within our classrooms. With our increasing enrolment over recent years, we have found ourselves short on classrooms; both in number and size. The classrooms we do have require work to make them safe, fit for purpose and ultimately inspirational once more, including but not limited to fixing the windows so they can open to provide air flow for hygiene and cooling. Increased access to controlled day-lighting and cross ventilation is a vital outcome for existing classrooms and a quality benchmark for new teaching spaces.Physical Education facilities are a much loved and important partner to the classroom based activities. Highly motivated staff deliver the program in  extremely undersized or non-existent facilities. In wet or extreme weather PE is delivered in the classroom due to lack of an alternative option which compromises the students ability to engage. BNW has the minimum asphalt area in comparison with local schools.  The extent of asphalt area strains to accommodate the needs of the current student enrolment due to a portable and WC amenities located on the hard surface play area.Teachers are learners too! And if they are learners, we should provide them with an appropriate learning and collaborating space. Our current staffroom is undersized  and has to double as a break out space. It regularly has intervention or small groups being taught there, reducing its ability to provide a designated professional break room for staff. A staffroom that reflects a modern classroom (a teacher’s classroom) is what we hope for. With space to store relevant resources and furniture to support the flexibility of working independently or collaboratively, through discussion, technologies and Professional Learning Communities.This is an opportunity for our school to demonstrate and celebrate the incredible learning potential of our young people by providing facilities that will support student-led inquiry and questioning, collaborative learning with flexible options, critical thinking and real-world exploration and application of learning. 
	School aspirations 2: Our school’s strong engagement with all members of the community is not just through social events and the newsletter; we regularly support students and families with a range of needs. Our school engages with service providers to provide support through consultation with families, yet we often find ourselves juggling people and times in order to find available spaces, in some occasions this can mean delays in important consultations. School leadership regularly book meetings with families after hours, to improve the chances of available space and privacy. We can see huge and ongoing benefits for creating comfortable and inviting meeting rooms for staff to communicate with families with the sometimes necessary privacy.The provision of an indoor assembly area suitable for assemblies, sport, music performances, school events and meetings is important to our community. Such a facility would enhance opportunities for increased engagement with members of the school community as well as provide a valuable resource for use by the broader community.The surrounding areas of Brunswick, Coburg and Pascoe Vale are all increasing in population density, the demand for local amenities will continue to increase. Ideally we would  be able to offer our school sports field and future indoor sports facility to local groups/individuals looking for an appropriate space to gather and practise their sports. Unfortunately our sports field has water drainage issues and a rocky surface and we have no enclosed sporting space or amenities such as toilets or drink taps nearby.Increasing the physical activity of all students is recognised as a priority to ensure healthy kids. Not only would an indoor sports facility provide a valuable space for our PE classes it could be made available to the wider community after hours. It could also provide the school with an enclosed space to meet for our weekly assemblies and other whole-school events, we currently don’t have anywhere the whole school can fit inside. The engagement and inclusion amongst our students as well as parent interaction with the school would be significantly activated by provision of accommodation to support a broad range of whole of community activities. A STEM facility at BNW would provide an outstanding asset to both the school community and as a destination for other schools. BNW envisages the opportunity to connect the indoor components of a STEM facility directly with the natural environment to propel scientific inquiry, modelling and making.  Given the restricted space available at many inner urban schools, STEM @ BNW could become a popular and highly regarded school excursion opportunity, including weekend access as need dictates.  A new, dedicated stand alone and fully resourced library facility would provide an amazing learning and community building opportunity within the existing neighbourhood.  BNW is exploring options for facilitating a bush kinder in our native bush reserve, Yakai Barring. Our library could provide this and other local kindergartens or preschool groups that congregate at Jacobs Reserve the opportunity to visit and explore the big school through this accessible facility with dedicated early learning programs. ESL programs delivered at this library could provide the local large international student and immigrant populations a permanent space.
	School aspirations 3: Our school has a higher than average percentage of students with additional needs, specifically Autism Spectrum Disorder (13% of our student population are known to be on the Autism Spectrum, which is almost 19 times the national average). These students often require quiet breakout spaces (or ‘Sensory Pods’ as the kids call them) to assist in the development of their emotional regulation. At BNW, we do what we can to create breakout spaces for our students, but these can at times become unsafe if furniture has been used in order to define a new space for an upset student. Having defined and purpose built spaces for students to access, would help diffuse situations, support learning valuable techniques for self-regulation and increase everyone's feelings of inclusion.The presence of Yakai Barring (Surprise Track) on our grounds is a special feature that is currently under-utilised. At BNW, we want to enhance our interaction with Yakai Barring, taking advantage of all it has to offer us, by creating educational pods within or near the reserve that blend in with the environment completely, yet allow for both explicit teaching and small group conversation.We have recently started to extend our use of technologies to incorporate assistive technologies for students with additional needs. This is an exciting way to meet the needs of our students, however our current server room will not be able to meet any further demand without upgrading. 
	School aspirations 4: Our school has a reputation for being welcoming to all, however this is more about our culture than the building, which can at times present obstacles to making people feel welcome.Our front office and entrance is the first experience many people have of our school. Currently it is an outdated and physically deteriorated space that quickly becomes cramped and dysfunctional during peak-times. Our hope is that we can reflect the warm, welcoming and caring environment that we have at BNW through the appearance of an upgraded front entrance and administration area with a higher capacity and level of comfort. A bright, open and modern entrance which can accommodate multiple visitors at one time would ease congestion and improve flow and provide everyone with a much more enjoyable experience first thing in the morning. Reviewing the design of the front office would also improve functionality for the increased enrolment and remove existing bottlenecks in the circulation and function of the main building ground floor.Students, staff and visitors to the school inevitably recognise one big issue that impacts all of us; our toilet facilities are completely inadequate. There is a chronic lack of staff toilets, this creates a significant occupational health and safety hazard. Existing student amenities are degraded, rotting due to failure of internal linings, void of natural ventilation and daylight and constantly avoided by students who report preference to withhold from toileting than be exposed to the condition of the toilet facilities. Currently located outside the main building in a stand alone toilet block provides a safety risk where students cannot be supervised and excess time away from the classroom is an outcome of two students required to exit the main building in a buddy program for every toilet visit. Our undercover area is a space where the whole-school meets each morning to start the day together with a short assembly. This is a highly valued element of the school day which serves to unify and uplift the school community. Unfortunately the undercover area  is no longer of adequate size for the student population meaning a large number of students are now in effect excluded from the sheltered area. The announcements and presentations  can be hard to hear due to an old PA system. The undercover area is also our main shaded area, this is where students must play during extreme heat. Ideally we would  have a warm and welcoming area to share with our whole school community every day.Lack of storage spaces mean boxes of resources are often stored in corridors. Not only does this look unpleasant and unwelcoming, it is frequently a safety issue which is difficult to manage in an ongoing way. Ideally we would have storage space that addresses and supports the needs of school activities and allows us to open up our corridors, without ongoing OHS challenges.Improving infrastructure issues that impact how our students are arriving to and from school is another way we could create a more welcoming environment at Brunswick North West; traffic management is becoming a more urgent concern as the school continues to grow. Installing a secure bike shed could encourage alternative methods of transport for many of our families.An upgrade of the school fences and gates which are in the majority past their reasonable life span and are toppling or dysfunctional with gates too narrow to cope with the pedestrian and cycle traffic peak flow would provide a major uplift to the external image of the school.
	Ownership and engagement: During the past 18 months, the school has prioritised teaching and learning philosophies. Teaching practices are reviewed regularly to improve student learning and development.- Staff are actively engaged in Action Research projects regarding pedagogical practice as they implement the first round of PLCs. A dedicated space/ teachers’ classroom would support this important initiative.- Student voice and agency is a priority in our current SSP and AIP. Developing metacognitive strategies is crucial as is understanding how individual students learnOur students have shared that they learn best when they have agency in their learning program,, are invested in the outcome and can apply their learning to authentic problems.- BNW is participating in the Primary Maths and Science Specialist initiative. Through analysis of our whole school data and reflection with students, our focus is on Rich Tasks and Applied Learning within school settings and local communities. Outdoor classrooms and discipline-specific amenities that facilitate teaching and learning would support this approach to learning.A student’s sense of belonging has a direct impact on their academic outcomes. When communities have a place to gather together, the sense of belonging and connectedness is enhanced.  BNW has a specific focus and demonstrates excellence in nurturing a sense of belonging to a community. Belonging proffers ownership, student engagement, enhances wellbeing and enables the students to flourish. Provision of a whole of school indoor assembly facility will contribute to core student ownership and community engagement goals.A strong community is fostered through clear and timely communication and consultation; the school will continue to provide avenues for all stakeholders to hear about and give input to this process. However, a strong community is also partly fostered through aligned values and our community are broadly supportive of any decisions placing children at the centre of their learning while respecting the natural environment.
	Supporting improvements: Currently our school community is exceptional at ‘making do’; we inspire, challenge, scaffold, inform and care for our students within an environment that constantly presents obstacles to effective teaching and learning. Presently, multiple educational programs must be interrupted in order to cater to the space requirements of classes or cohorts when students are involved in resource-intensive learning, there are special events after school or when the weather becomes unpleasant. Having appropriate amenities (such as an indoor sports facility, science lab and whole-school assembly space) protects our daily teaching and learning practices from ongoing disruptions and enables the school to become hub of interest and amenity for our community.We have an opportunity to provide infrastructure that supports STEAM education in an environment that unites indoors with outdoors and supports the integration and connection between elements of our incredible native yard and our students’ curriculum, quite unlike any primary school in metropolitan Melbourne. This opportunity to develop in young people a practical and authentic understanding of science and conservation has already inspired our students’ learning and our teachers’ practice and we hope it can come to fruition so we can share our amenities and curriculum with other schools in Melbourne.The creation of smaller, private spaces for meetings, small group work and emotional regulation will allow for our school to better cater to the diverse needs of our student population and their families, increasing all students’ levels of inclusion, safety and success.Keeping in mind all the obstacles we face in the daily running of our school, our students still love being here. We cannot ignore the value we add by investing in their school; we are demonstrating we value them, we care about them and their education and we want them to enjoy being at school.
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